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Abstract 26	

 High-fat (HF) diets in combination with sedentary lifestyle represent one of 27	

the major public health concerns predisposing to obesity and diabetes leading to 28	

skeletal muscle atrophy, decreased fiber diameter and muscle mass with accumulation 29	

of fat tissue resulting in loss of muscle strength. One strategy to overcome the 30	

maleficent effects of HF diet is resistance training, a strategy used to improve muscle 31	

mass, reverting the negative effects on obesity-related changes in skeletal muscle. 32	

Together with resistance training, supplementation with creatine monohydrate (CrM) 33	

in the diet has been used to improve muscle mass and strength. Creatine is a non-34	

essential amino acid that is directly involved in the cross-bridge cycle providing a 35	

phosphate group to ADP during the initiation of muscle contraction. Besides its 36	

antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects CrM also upregulates IGF-1 resulting in 37	

hyperthophy with an increase in muscle function. However, it is unknown whether 38	

CrM supplementation during resistance training would revert the negative effects of 39	

high-fat diet on the muscle performance. During 8 weeks we measured muscle 40	

performance to climb a 1.1m and 80° ladder with increasing load on trained rats that 41	

had received standard diet or high-fat diet, supplemented or not with CrM. We 42	

observed that the CrM supplementation up-regulated IGF-1 and phospho-AKT 43	

protein levels, suggesting an activation of the IGF1-PI3K-Akt/PKB-mTOR pathway. 44	

Moreover, despite the CrM supplementation, HF diet down-regulated several proteins 45	

of the IGF1-PI3K-Akt/PKB-mTOR pathway, suggesting that diet lipid content is 46	

crucial to maintain or improve muscle function during resistance training.    47	

 48	

 49	

 50	
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Introduction 51	

High-fat (HF) diets and sedentary lifestyle represent a public health concern that can 52	

predispose to obesity and diabetes [1], which can lead to skeletal muscle atrophy due 53	

to degradation of muscle fibers, a reduction of fiber type 1 (aerobic metabolism) and 54	

with an increase of the fiber type 2X (glycolic metabolism) [2, 3]. Obesity is further 55	

characterized by the loss of muscle strength, decreased fiber diameter and muscle 56	

mass with accumulation of fat tissue [4]. The skeletal muscle constitutes about 40-57	

50% of body mass and is the main responsive tissue to insulin-stimulated uptake of 58	

glucose and fatty acids. At the cellular level, HF diets induce mitochondrial 59	

dysfunction leading to insulin resistance and reducing the muscle mass via decreasing 60	

protein levels of the IGF1-PI3K-Akt/PKB-mTOR skeletal muscle growth pathway, 61	

i.e. the insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS1), phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), and a 62	

serine-threonine protein kinase (AKT) [5]. Moreover, obesity upregulates myostatin 63	

(GDF-8), a member of the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β1) family, FoxO, 64	

inducible nitric oxide synthase and Csp3; all members of the muscle atrophy pathway 65	

[3, 6]. Although, both anabolic and catabolic pathways are well described, i.e., AKT 66	

inhibits FoxO and myostatin-SMAD 2/3 inhibits AKT [3], the exact regulation of 67	

protein metabolism during obesity is still incompletely characterized [7].  68	

Resistance training as one strategic treatment of physical rehabilitation against obesity 69	

results in increased force-generation capacity, improved muscle mass and positive 70	

effects on obesity-related changes in skeletal muscle [8]. This technique increases the 71	

expression of IGF-1, which in the mouse decreases myosin 2B expression and 72	

increases myosin 2X expression, while in humans, there is a downregulation of the 73	

fast 2X myosin and an upregulation of myosin 2A [2]. 74	
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One method to enhance the effectiveness of resistance training is supplementation 75	

with creatine monohydrate (CrM) in the diet. CrM has been used not only for athletes 76	

as an ergogenic aid for improving muscle mass and strength, but also as therapeutic 77	

agent for patients suffering from sarcopenia, muscle wasting and myopathies [9-11]. 78	

Creatine is a non-essential amino acid that is synthetized in the liver and kidney or 79	

ingested from the meat or artificial supplements. In the muscle, creatine is found as 80	

free creatine or phosphocreatine, both are directly involved in cross-bridge cycling 81	

providing phosphate groups to ADP during initiation of muscle contraction [11]. CrM 82	

has an antioxidant and an anti-inflammatory effect, reducing lipid peroxidation and 83	

DNA susceptibility to oxidative stress [12-15]. It has also been shown that CrM 84	

upregulates IGF-1 in cultured myotubes [16] and in human skeletal muscle resulting 85	

in hypertrophy with increased muscle function [10, 17, 18]. The precise mechanism 86	

by which CrM upregulates IGF1 and thus the differentiation of myogenic muscle 87	

fibers and hypertrophy remains unknown. The strategy to use CrM supplementation in 88	

obesity associated with hypertrophic response during resistance training has produced 89	

positive results depending on the dosage, duration of the treatment and on the type of 90	

physical training [10]. Therefore, there are still lacunae regarding the effect of CrM 91	

supplement on the muscle performance during resistance training during high-fat diet. 92	

To test this hypothesis, we compared the muscle capacity of trained rats who received 93	

standard or high-fat diet, supplemented with CrM or not to climb a ladder (1.1m high 94	

at 80° incline) with increasing loads during 8 weeks. We observed that the 95	

improvement of muscle performance seen in trained rats receiving standard diet 96	

supplemented with CrM was completely canceled under the HF diet.  97	

 98	

 99	
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Materials and methods 100	

Care and use of animals 101	

Forty male Wistar rats (HanUnib; Rattus novergucis) were obtained from the breeding 102	

colony at the State University of Campinas (CEMIB-UNICAMP) and maintained by 103	

our institutional animal care facility. The rats were kept in collective cages (2- 3 104	

animals per cage) at constant temperature (21 ± 2°C), cycles of 12h light/ 12h 105	

darkness and with free access to food and water. All animal procedures were 106	

performed in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 107	

The committee of experimental animal approved the protocol CEUA#490/2012. 108	

Experimental groups 109	

At the time of the experiments, all animals were 24 weeks of age and were 110	

randomized into the following eight experimental groups according to their diet, 111	

training and creatine supplementation: i) untrained (UT) standard diet (SD), ii) 112	

untrained creatine supplemented (SD-CrM), iii) resistance training (SD-T), iv) 113	

resistance training with creatine supplementation (SD-T-CrM), v) untrained high-fat 114	

diet (HF), vi) untrained HF with creatine supplemented (HF-CrM), vii) HF and 115	

resistance training (HF-T) and viii) HF and resistance training with creatine 116	

supplementation (HF-T-CrM).  117	

Diet  118	

 The animals from the SD, SD-CrM, SD-T and SD-T-CrM received standard diet 119	

(Nuvital, Nuvilab, Brazil) containing 71g of carbohydrate , 23g of protein , 6g of total 120	

fat  and 5g of fiber, totaling  3.8 kcal/g. Eight weeks prior to the beginning of the 121	

experiments and during the eight weeks of experimental procedures, obesity rats 122	

groups (HF, HF-CrM, HF-T and HF-T-CrM) received a high-fat diet (Nuvital, 123	
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Nuvilab, Brazil) containing 38g of carbohydrate, 15g of protein, 46g of total fat and 124	

5g of fiber, totalling 5.4 kcal/g. Animals had free access to water and chow during the 125	

experimental period. The CrM supplementation was given daily from day 1 until the 126	

last day of the experimental procedure.  127	

Resistance-training protocol 128	

At week 15 prior to the beginning of the experiments, the resistance training groups 129	

(SD-T, SD-T-CrM, HF-T and HF-T-CrM) were submitted to climbing sessions three 130	

times per week during 8 weeks, according to Cassilhas and co-workers[19]. The rats 131	

were adapted to climbing a vertical ladder (1.1 x 0.18m, 2cm grid, 80° of inclination) 132	

with weight attached to falcon cylinder clipped to the base of the tail wrapped with 133	

paper hypoallergenic tape (3MTM MicroporeTM). The length of the ladder lead to 8-12 134	

movements per climb. A three-day adaptation was performed one week before the 135	

training session. The climbing training consisted of two introductory climbs, followed 136	

by three full length climbing attempts. First, the animal was placed at the top of the 137	

ladder near the resting area (40x20x20 cm). Rats were motivated to climb by a touch 138	

to the tail with tweezers. Second, rats were positioned in the middle of the ladder and 139	

an external stimulus was applied to encourage climbing. Finally, during the following 140	

three full length climbing attempts, rats climbed from the base of the equipment to the 141	

ladder’s top. The rats that refused to climb were excluded. The adaptation climbing 142	

was done using only the body weight. The first training session started two days after 143	

the adaptation period with 50% of the body weight attached to each animal. A series 144	

of 30g weights were added until the maximal load encumbered the rat’s capacity to 145	

climb and consisted of four to twelve ladder climbs. After every successful climbing 146	

from the bottom to the ladder’s top, the rats were allowed to rest for 120 seconds. 147	

Failure was defined after three non-successful attempts. The maximal carrying load 148	
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was considered the highest load before the failed attempts. The training session 149	

consisted of four climbs with 50%, 75%, 90% and 100% of the rat’s maximal carrying 150	

load. After each fourth climb, additional 30g weights were added until the new 151	

maximal carrying load was determined.  152	

Quantitative analysis of training 153	

Maximal carrying load was determined by the total amount of load carried to the top 154	

of the ladder. The total isotonic contraction measured in grams was calculated by 155	

summing the body weight and the weight lifted to the top of the ladder times the 156	

number of repetitions (number of times the rat successfully climbed to the top of the 157	

ladder). Work measured in kilo Joule was calculated multiplying total mass lifted to 158	

the top of the ladder, the length of the ladder (1.1m), gravitational force (9.8 06 ms-2) 159	

and the ladder’s angle (sen80 = 0.9848).  160	

Sample collection and tissue preparation 161	

After the rats rested for 48h after the last climbing session, they were anesthetized 162	

with a mix of ketamine (80 mg/kg of body weight) and xylazine (12 mg/kg of body 163	

weight) and left and right gastrocnemius were rapidly dissected and one was snap 164	

frozen in N-hexane cooled in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80oC. The frozen muscles 165	

were transversal cross-sectioned (8-µm thick cryostat sections), and then stained with 166	

heamtoxylin-eosin (HE) for histological analysis, where the cross sectional area and 167	

Feret’s fiber diameter was calculated using Image J 1.51f software (National Institute 168	

of Health, USA). Fiber sizes from each experimental condition were determined from 169	

5-7 randomly captured images.  170	

Determination of protein levels 171	
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Muscle samples from the second gastrocnemius of each rat were lysed in assay lysis 172	

buffer containing freshly added protease and phosphatase inhibitors (1% Triton X-100, 173	

100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 100 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 100 mM NaF, 10 mM 174	

sodium ortho-vanadium, 10 mM EDTA, 2 mM PMSF, and 10 µg/ml aprotinin). The 175	

samples were centrifuged for 20 min at 11,000 rpm, and the soluble fraction was 176	

resuspended in 50 µl Laemmli loading buffer (2% SDS, 20% glycerol, 0.04 mg/ml 177	

bromophenol blue, 0.12 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, and 0.28 M β-mercaptoethanol). 178	

Samples were stored at -80oC until the analysis. The proteins were resolved on 8%–179	

12% SDS-polyacrylamide gels and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Primary 180	

antibodies were diluted in TBS containing 0.05% Tween (TBS-T). Membranes were 181	

incubated overnight with primary antibodies at 4 °C (S1-Table 1). For secondary 182	

antibody incubation, anti-rabbit or anti-mouse HRP (Promega) were diluted in TBS-T 183	

containing 5% skim milk (S1-Table 1). Results were visualized with enhanced 184	

chemiluminescence (ECL) SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate kit 185	

(Pierce Biotechnology). For protein loading control, the blots were stripped and re-186	

probed for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Band intensities 187	

were quantified using ImageJ 1.38X (National Institute of Health, USA) software. 188	

Statistical analysis 189	

All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 6 for Windows, 190	

GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA, www.graphpad.com. One-way analysis 191	

for variance (ANOVA) was used with a post hoc multiple-comparison. Sidak’s 192	

multiple comparison test was used on body weight, epididymal fat mass, lean body 193	

mass and protein levels. Multiple unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test for pairwise 194	

comparison utilizing Benjamin & Hochberg’s method and the FDR (Q) = 5% was 195	

used on Maximal carrying load, total isotonic contraction, work and relative carrying 196	
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load. Non-parametric one-way ANOVA Kruskal–Wallis test was used on CSA and 197	

Minimal Feret’s diameter. Significance was considered as p < 0.05. 198	

Results 199	

HF diet increases body weight and epididymal fat mass.  200	

The effect of high-fat (HF) diet was evaluated measuring body weight (Fig 1A) and 201	

epididymal fat mass (Fig 1B). Two-way ANOVA showed that there was no 202	

interaction between exercise and diet and no differences within the exercise 203	

parameters; however, the diet parameter was highly significantly different (F1,31 = 204	

82.04; p< 0.001). Based on these results, we pairwise compared the effect of diet on 205	

the exercise treatment, observing that in comparison to the standard diet (SD), HF 206	

increased significantly body weight in all four treatments: untrained (UT), trained (T), 207	

diet supplemented with creatine monohydrate (CrM) and the combination of T and 208	

CrM (T-CrM). Next, we evaluated whether this effect was due to an increase in 209	

epididymal fat mass or just a proportional increase of the body (Fig 1A, S1-Table 2). 210	

The two-way ANOVA showed that again diet was the only significant parameter 211	

(F1,33) = 186.5; p< 0.001. Once more, the post-hoc pairwise comparison between SD 212	

and HF diets showed that the increase of the epididymal fat mass was independent of 213	

the exercise treatment (Fig 1B, S1-Table 3).   214	

Figure 1. Effect of high-fat diet on the body mass of rats. A. Comparison between 215	

standard diet (SD, (blue) and the administration of a high-fat diet (HF; red) on rat’s 216	

body weight (g) in untrained (UT) rats, trained (T) rats, with creatine monohydrate 217	

supplementation (CrM) and in trained rats with CrM supplementation (T-CrM). B. 218	

The effect of HF diet on the rat’s epididymal fat mass (g) in comparison to SD after 219	

UT, T, CrM and T-CrM treatments. Response of the rat’s lean body mass (g) on HF 220	
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diet in comparison to SD under UT, T, CrM and T-CrM treatments.  n= five rats in 221	

each group; * p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01; *** p< 0.001. 222	

CrM supplementation improves muscle performance in 223	

trained rats. 224	

Since diet has the major effect on the previous evaluated parameters and knowing the 225	

benefits of CrM supplementation of muscle performance, we evaluated whether CrM 226	

supplementation is able to change muscle performance overriding the dietary effect 227	

on trained rats. In order to measure the dietary effect on muscle performance over 228	

time and reducing the number of animals necessary to measure muscle performance, 229	

we measured in vivo the capacity of the rat to climb a 1.1 m high ladder at 80 ° 230	

inclination with increasing load with intervals of 120s in between each climb 231	

(material & methods). The experimental procedure was performed three times per 232	

week during 8 weeks. Considering the rats needed to adapt to the new environment 233	

and exercise (ladder), only trained rats were used. The data was then averaged per 234	

week and physiological and anatomical parameters were analyzed (Fig 2). The 235	

maximal capacity to carry a total load attached to the rat’s tail was measured as 236	

maximal carrying load, in which CrM supplementation significantly increased the 237	

maximal carrying load from the second week in comparison to SD-T alone. (Fig 2A, 238	

S1-Table 4). We considered the activity of climbing a ladder a similar mechanism to 239	

measuring isotonic contractions in vitro, with the advantage that here we were able to 240	

measure in the whole animal and not only in one single muscle. Therefore, we 241	

calculated the total isotonic force in terms of total mass (body weight plus load 242	

weight) in grams that the trained rat successfully carried to the top of the ladder. The 243	

analysis showed that, in comparison to SD-T alone, CrM supplementation 244	

significantly improved the total isotonic force from the second week of the 245	
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experimental procedure and it lasted until week eight (Fig 2B, S1-Table 5). Next we 246	

evaluated whether the SD-T in combination with CrM supplementation would modify 247	

the work performed by the rats to carry up its own body weight plus an increasing 248	

load to the top of the ladder. The supplementation of SD-T rats with CrM 249	

significantly increased the work done only in the first four weeks; from the 5th to the 250	

8th week, the work was similar to SD (Fig 2C, S1-Table 6). In order to correlate the 251	

change in the muscle physiology observed in trained rats supplemented with CrM, we 252	

dissected the gastrocnemius at the end of the 8th week of experiment for anatomical 253	

analyses. First, we observed that the cross-sectional area (CSA) was increased in 254	

trained rats supplemented with CrM (Fig 2D). Finally, we quantified the hypertrophic 255	

effect of CrM on trained rats measuring the distribution of the muscle fiber diameter 256	

using the minimal Feret’s diameter’ method (Fig 2E).  257	

Figure 2. Carrying capacity, muscle performance and histological analyses on 258	

the effect of CrM supplementation (SD-T-CrM; blue-triangle) in comparison to 259	

rats without CrM supplementation (SD-T; green-square). The rats climbed the 1.1 260	

m, 80° inclination ladder with an interval of 120 s rest in between climbing in three 261	

sessions per week during an 8 week-period. After each successful climbing attempt to 262	

the top of the ladder, the carried load was increased in 30-g steps from the starting 263	

load of 50% of the body weight. A. Maximal carrying load is the total load 264	

successfully carried to the top of the ladder.  B. Effect of CrM supplementation on 265	

total isotonic contraction. Total isotonic contraction (g) was calculated by summing 266	

the body weight and the total carried load to the top of the ladder times the successful 267	

number of times the rats climbed to the top of the ladder. C. Work performance from 268	

rats receiving CrM supplementation on the climbing task over the 8 weeks of 269	

experimental procedure. D. The gastrocnemius cross-sectional area (CSA, µm2) from 270	
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each rat was measured at the end of the 8 week-period experiment. E. Consequence of 271	

the distribution of muscle fiber diameter correction by the minimal Feret’s diameter 272	

calculation after CrM supplementation. n = 5. * p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01; *** p< 0.001. 273	

 274	

High-fat diet cancels the positive effect of CrM 275	

supplementation.  276	

After the characterization of the role of CrM diet supplementation on muscle 277	

performance, we evaluated whether this positive effect would be present in trained 278	

rats fed with HF diet. Under HF diet, CrM supplementation did not improve the 279	

maximal carrying load on trained rats (Fig 3A, S1-Table 7). Similarly, the total 280	

isotonic force was not improved with CrM supplemented in the diet (Fig 3B, S1-Table 281	

8). Consequently, work performed by HF-T-CrM rats was also not different to HF-T, 282	

except on 4th week, where the HF-T CrM rats had a significant increase in work done 283	

(Fig 3C, S1-Table 9). The CrM-induced hypertrophy observed in SD-T-CrM rats was 284	

absent in rats that received HF-T-CrM in comparison to HF-T rats (Fig 3D). The 285	

analysis of the muscle fiber distribution also showed no difference between HF-T and 286	

HF-T-CrM groups (Fig 3E).   287	

Figure 3. Carrying capacity, muscle performance and histological analyses on 288	

the effect of CrM supplementation (HF-T-CrM; red-hexagon) in comparison to 289	

rats under HF diet treatment (HF-T; gray-circle). The rats climbed the 1.1 m, 80° 290	

inclination ladder with an interval of 120 s rest in between climbing in three sessions 291	

per week during an 8 week-period. After each successful climbing attempt to the top 292	

of the ladder, the carried load was increased in 30-g steps from the starting load of 293	

50% of the body weight. A. Maximal carrying load is the total load successfully 294	

carried to the top of the ladder. B. Effect of CrM supplementation on total isotonic 295	
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contraction. Total isotonic contraction (g) was calculated by summing the body 296	

weight and the total carried load to the top of the ladder times the successful number 297	

of times the rats climbed to the top of the ladder. C. Work performance from rats 298	

receiving CrM supplementation on the climbing task over the 8 weeks of 299	

experimental procedure. D. The gastrocnemius cross-sectional area (CSA, µm2) from 300	

each rat was measured at the end of the 8 week-period experiment. E. Consequence of 301	

the distribution of muscle fiber diameter correction by the minimal Feret’s diameter 302	

calculation after CrM supplementation. n = 5. * p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01; *** p< 0.001. 303	

 304	

Effect of HF diet on muscle performance. 305	

Once the role of CrM supplementation was characterized within the dietary effect, we 306	

compared the outcome in muscle physiology and anatomy between SD and HF diets 307	

in trained rats. Although HF-T rats were able to carry significantly more load from the 308	

second week in comparison to SD-T rats (Fig 4A), this effect was absent upon 309	

normalization of carrying load to the body weight in the first five weeks and the effect 310	

was even significantly reversed from the 6th to the 8th week of the experiment (Fig 311	

4B). The total isotonic force was significant higher in HF-T rats in comparison to SD-312	

T rats (Fig 4C); however, this difference was absent once the total isotonic force was 313	

normalized by the body weight (Fig 4D). The analyses of work (Fig 4E) and work 314	

normalized by body weight (Fig 4F) showed that there is no difference between SD-T 315	

and HF-T groups.  316	

Figure 4. Comparison of the diet’s effect on muscle performance between SD-T 317	

rats (green-square) and HF-T rats (grey-circle). A. Maximal carrying load (g). B. 318	

Carrying load normalized to body weight (g/g). C. Total isotonic contraction (g). D. 319	
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Total isotonic contraction normalized to body weight (g/g). E. Work (KJ). F, Work 320	

normalized to body weight (KJ/g). n = 5. * p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01; *** p< 0.001. 321	

 322	

Positive role of CrM supplementation is diet-dependent.  323	

CrM supplementation is already known to have ergogenic effects on skeletal muscles; 324	

therefore, we investigated whether CrM would improve the muscle performance in 325	

HF- rats in comparison to SD-T CrM rats. Although there was no difference in 326	

maximal carrying load between SD-T-CrM and HF-T-CrM rats (Fig 5A), we 327	

observed that from the 2nd until the 8th week of training, muscle performance in SD-T-328	

CrM rats was significantly improved once the maximal carrying load was normalized 329	

by the body weight (Fig 5B). Although the analyses of total isotonic force (Fig 5C), 330	

total isotonic force normalized by the body weight (Fig 5D), work (Fig 5E) and work 331	

normalized by the body weight (Fig 5F) showed that SD-T CrM rats had better 332	

performance, but this was not significant in comparison to HF-T-CrM rats.  333	

Figure 5. Comparison of the CrM supplementation effect on muscle performance 334	

between SD-T rats (blue-triangle) and HF-T rats (red-circle). A. Maximal 335	

carrying load (g). B. Carrying load normalized to body weight (g/g). C. Total isotonic 336	

contraction (g). D. Total isotonic contraction normalized to body weight (g/g). E. 337	

Work (KJ). F, Work normalized to body weight (KJ/g). n = 5. * p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01. 338	

     339	

Dysregulation of the IGF-PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling 340	

pathway in HF-T rats.  341	

The data presented above suggested that CrM improved muscle performance, CSA 342	

and distribution of fiber diameter in trained rats fed with SD, but this effect was 343	
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absent in trained rats fed with HF diet. Thus, we hypothesized that the main muscle 344	

synthesis pathway, the IGF-PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling pathway would be enhanced 345	

in SD-T-CrM rats in comparison to SD-T rats and this effect would be reduced in rats 346	

fed with HF diet. Using gastrocnemius muscle samples, we quantified the normalized 347	

protein level of IGF, observing that trained rats fed with SD and supplemented with 348	

CrM significantly increased IGF level in comparison to SD-T rats, but HF 349	

significantly reduced IGF levels in both HF-T and HF-T-CrM rats (Fig 6A). Next, we 350	

quantified the protein level of β IGF receptor subunits, and as observed for IGF, SD-351	

T-CrM rats showed a significant increase in comparison to SD-T rats (Fig 6B); Again, 352	

HF diet reduced protein levels of β IGF receptor subunits in comparison to SD-T rats. 353	

The HF-T-CrM also showed a non-significant reduction in IGFR levels in comparion 354	

to SD-T-CrM (Fig 6B). As the insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS1) is the next step of 355	

the muscle synthesis pathway, the protein level analysis showed that subunit β did not 356	

change in rats receiving SD, but in comparison to SD-T rats, it was significantly 357	

reduced in rats fed with HF diet (Fig 6C). We next evaluated whether CrM would 358	

modify protein levels of PI3K; although CrM did not change the protein levels under 359	

SD-T treatment, HF-T significantly reduced the PI3K protein levels in comparison to 360	

SD-T. We analyzed protein levels of AKT, one of the key elements of the pathway, as 361	

total AKT, phosphorylated AKT and the ratio of total and phosphorylated AKT. 362	

Although the normalized to GAPDH protein levels of total and phosphorylated AKT 363	

were not different among the groups (data not shown), there was a significant 364	

difference between the ratio between the phosphorylated AKT normalized to GAPDH 365	

(phospho-AKT/GAPDH) and the total AKT normalized to GAPDH (Total 366	

AKT/GPADH). While phospho-AKT/Total AKT was significantly higher in SD-T-367	

CrM in comparison to SD-T rats, it was significantly lower in HF-T-CrM rats in 368	
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comparison to SD-T-CrM rats (Fig 6E). Analyzing the effect of diet and CrM at the 369	

mTOR protein level, we observed that there was no difference in total mTOR 370	

normalized to GAPDH among the treatments (Fig 6F); however, HF-T treatment 371	

significantly reduced the normalized protein levels of phosphorylated mTOR in 372	

comparison to SD-T and in HF-T-CrM in comparison to SD-T-CrM (Fig 6G). This 373	

tendency was also observed in the ratio between phosphorylated mTOR and total 374	

mTOR (Fig 6H). Finally, we analyzed the role of HF diet at the protein levels of S6K, 375	

one of the final effectors of the pathway, showing that only HF-T-CrM significantly 376	

reduced the protein levels in comparison to SD-T-CrM (Fig 6I). The above results 377	

suggested that CrM supplementation in standard diet might overexpress the ergogenic 378	

IGF1 pathway, but HF diet significantly reduced the beneficial effect of CrM.  379	

Figure 6. Immunoblotting analyzes of protein expression of IGF-1-PI3K-AKT-380	

mTOR pathway from gastrocnemius muscle. The protein levels of GAPDH shown 381	

at the bottom of each immunoblot were used to normalize by the protein levels of 382	

each immunoblot shown at the top. Three independent experiments are shown and 383	

separated according to the treatment, indicated with a color-coded bar; green 384	

represents SD-T group, blue represents SD-T-CrM group, grey represents HF-T group 385	

and red represents HF-T-CrM group.  A. IGF-1. B. IGF-1 receptor β subunit. C. IRS1 386	

β subunit. D. PI3K. E. Phosphorylated AKT. F. Total mTOR. G. Phosphorylated 387	

mTOR. H. Ratio phosphorylated mTOR to total mTOR. I. S6K.   n = 3. * p< 0.05 vs 388	

SD-T; ¶ p< 0.05 vs. SD-T; ¶¶¶ ** p< 0.001 vs. SD-T; # p< 0.05 vs. SD-T-CrM; ## p< 389	

0.01 vs. SD-T-CrM; ### p< 0.001 vs. SD-T-CrM; & p< 0.05 vs. HF-T-CrM. 390	

 391	

Discussion 392	
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Using resistance ladder-climbing training as a model to measure muscle performance, 393	

we showed that HF diet impairs muscle performance by inhibiting protein expression 394	

of the IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway. In comparison to SD this effect was 395	

not rescued with the supplementation of CrM in the diet. We observed that HF diet 396	

was the main factor of increased body weight, mainly due to a significant increase of 397	

epididymal fat mass, instead of other possible factors, such as lack of exercise or CrM 398	

supplementation only. Therefore, we focused our study on the effect of diet (SD vs 399	

HF diet) and evaluated how CrM would improve the muscle performance under 400	

different diets. Instead of using a high number of animals for the analyses of muscle 401	

performance in vitro, we used the strategy to train the rats to the resistance ladder-402	

climbing training model (1.1 m, 80° of inclination, 120s of rest in between climbing) 403	

carrying progressively increasing loads (30g increases starting from 50% of body 404	

weight). The progress of the treatment in each rat was measured and analyzed over 8 405	

weeks, thus reducing the number of animals required for the statistical analyses. The 406	

parameters analyzed were maximal carrying load, total isotonic force and work, 407	

providing a complete outcome of CrM supplementation on the diet over the rat’s 408	

general fitness. During the eight weeks of resistance ladder-climbing training, we 409	

observed that CrM supplementation to SD significantly increased the rat’s capacity to 410	

climb the ladder with increasing load (Fig 2). This increase was associated with 411	

muscular hypertrophy (Fig 2D and 2E). This result was supported by protein level 412	

analyses showing that CrM supplementation on SD increased IGF and phosphorylated 413	

AKT (Fig 6). Conversely, under HF diet CrM supplementation was not able to 414	

improve muscle performance measured as maximal carrying load, total isotonic force 415	

and work under HF diet, without the expected muscle hypertrophic effect (Fig 3) due 416	

to inhibition of protein expression of IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway. All 417	
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together, these results suggested that HF is the major negative effect on muscle 418	

performance measured by the resistance ladder-climbing training model attributable 419	

to inhibition of exercise- and CrM supplementation- mediated muscle protein 420	

synthesis.  421	

CrM supplementation improves muscle performance under 422	

SD.  423	

Creatine monohydrate (CrM) supplementation is the most common nutritional 424	

supplement used by athletes in combination with resistance exercise and more 425	

recently in elderly patients to avoid sarcopenia [20, 21]. Creatine can be obtained 426	

from meat, but also can be synthetized in the body from arginine, glycine and 427	

methionine and its main function as phosphocreatine, is to buffer adenosine 428	

triphosphate levels in the muscle improving and enhancing muscle performance 429	

during exercise [22, 23]. In a recent meta-analysis, it has been shown that CrM 430	

supplementation during resistance training increased lean tissue mass by ca. 1.4kg 431	

resulting in a significant increase in force in comparison to placebo [24]. The possible 432	

mechanism that creatine increases muscle mass and force is increasing the expression 433	

of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) [16, 25], which would activate the key 434	

elements of protein synthesis of the IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway [17, 26, 435	

27]. The resultant increase of IGF-1 via creatine is also observable in the significantly 436	

increased expression of several myogenic regulatory factors, such as Myo-D, Myf-5 437	

and MRF-4 (Luois 2004), which are responsible for synchronized triggering of 438	

satellite cell activation, proliferation and differentiation (Zanou 2013). This positive 439	

effect of creatine on muscle is probably only observable together with exercise [28-440	

30].  441	
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We observed that rats under standard diet in combination with training and CrM 442	

supplementation significantly increased maximal carrying load, total isotonic force 443	

and work in comparison to the SD-T rat group. We also observed that the SD-T-CrM 444	

group had significantly higher gastrocnemius CSA, with a shift to the right on the 445	

minimal Feret’s diameter (Fig 2). These results support previous reports showing that 446	

CrM is responsible to improve the effects of resistance training on muscle 447	

performance via the IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway.  448	

The positive effect of resistance training and CrM are 449	

inhibited by HF diet.  450	

It has been extensively shown in humans and animal models that long term HF diet 451	

results in an excessive accumulation of adipose tissue in skeletal muscle leading to 452	

muscle atrophy via activation of proteins of the atrophy pathway (TNFα-TNF-R-453	

NFκB-MuRF-1); as consequence, not only body weight increases but also the 454	

ubiquitin proteasome system, autophagy, and apoptosis pathways are activated [2-4, 455	

31-34]. Another reported consequence of HF diet, is a reduction in muscle diameter, 456	

specific force and thus percentage of muscle strength [4]. It has also been described 457	

that long term HF diet impairs all described benefits of resistance training by reducing 458	

cortical actin filaments, impairing insulin stimulated glucose transport, reducing 459	

matrix metallopoteinases activity and reducing IRS-1 Pi3K kinase activity [35-38]. 460	

The main strategy to recover muscle force after HF diet is through resistance training 461	

which causes increased expression of contractile proteins and the muscle glucose 462	

transporter 4. Further, resistance training increases IRS-1 Pi3K kinase activity 463	

resulting in activation of AKT kinase, thus improving muscle performance [36, 37, 464	

39]. Our results support and extend previous findings showing that HF diet 465	

significantly increased body weight and epididymal fat mass. In comparison to SD, 466	
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our data from the HF group initially suggested an increase of maximal carrying load 467	

and total isotonic force; however, once these parameters were normalized to the body 468	

weight, rats from the SD group were able to carry significantly more load than those 469	

from the HF group, with no difference in total isotonic force (Fig 4). These results are 470	

supported by the inverse relationship between fiber size and loss in force generation 471	

capacity in in vitro muscle fibers in obese older mice [40, 41]. Moreover, our protein 472	

level expression analyses suggested that HF diet significantly reduced main targets of 473	

the protein synthesis in almost the entire IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway (Fig 474	

6). 475	

Differently from what we expected, CrM supplementation was not able to overcome 476	

the negative effect of HF diet on the parameters evaluated here in terms of muscle 477	

performance (Fig 3). Moreover, by comparing SD-T-CrM and HF-T-CrM data 478	

normalized to body weight (Fig 5), we observed that diet has a crucial effect on 479	

muscle performance. Long-term HF diet changes muscle fiber-type and myofibers 480	

inhibiting thus the CrM and resistance training effects on muscle contractile force [41]. 481	

Once we evaluated the protein expression, we observed a similar protein expression 482	

of HF-T-CrM in comparison to HF-T group, with the interesting difference that the 483	

HF-CrM group showed significantly reduced protein levels of phospho-AKT and S6K.  484	

The detailed analysis of the protein levels shown in Fig 6 and summarized in Fig 7, 485	

suggested specific action of CrM, HF and HF-CrM in the IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-486	

mTOR pathway of trained rats.  Interestingly, largely in accordance with previous 487	

reports, CrM did not activate all elements of the IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR 488	

pathway, but rather mainly the expression of IGF-1 and, the novelty here, additionally 489	

the expression of phospho-AKT. Conversely, HF diet inhibits the expression of 490	

several proteins of the IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway, such as IGF-1 491	
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receptor, IRS1, PI3K, mTOR, as well as IGF-1, which in turn was activated by CrM. 492	

Impressively, the supplementation of CrM on HF diet did not revert the HF diet-493	

induced down-regulation, but also included down-regulation of phospho-AKT and 494	

S6K, another two major elements of the IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway (Fig 495	

7).   496	

Figure 7. Summary of the effect on the protein levels of the gastrocnemius 497	

muscle of the IGF-1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway after 8 weeks of resistance 498	

training and receiving CrM, HF or HF-CrM. Creatine monohydrate 499	

supplementation (CrM) increased the protein levels of IGF1, IGF1-receptor and 500	

phosphorylated AKT. This enhancement of the protein levels promoted by CrM 501	

supplementation would explain the increase of muscle performance. High-fat diet 502	

(HF) and high-fat diet supplemented with CrM (HF-CrM) decreased the protein levels 503	

of IGF1, IRS1, PI3K, phosphorylated mTOR, and HF-CrM also decreased the protein 504	

level of phosphorylated SKT and S6K. The decrease on the protein level of these key 505	

targets of IGF-1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway would explain the reduced muscle 506	

performance.  507	

 508	

Conclusion 509	

We demonstrated the mechanism by which during resistance training CrM increases 510	

muscle size and muscle performance, suggesting a higher activation of muscle protein 511	

synthesis via IGF1-IRS1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway. Conversely, HF diet reduces 512	

muscle size and performance by inhibiting the expression of the same IGF1-IRS1-513	

PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway and this effect was not overruled by supplementation of 514	

CrM. These results suggested the necessity to change the diet prior in order to 515	

perceive the benefit of resistance training and CrM supplementation.  516	
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